We describe a complete volume limited sample of nearby active galaxies selected by their 14-195 keV luminosity, and outline its rationale for studying the mechanisms regulating gas inflow and outflow. We describe also a complementary sample of inactive galaxies, selected to match the AGN host galaxy properties. The active sample appears to have no bias in terms of AGN type, the only difference being the neutral absorbing column which is two orders of magnitude greater for the Seyfert 2s. In the luminosity range spanned by the sample, log L 14−195 keV [erg s
INTRODUCTION
Feeding and feedback have become a paradigm of galaxy evolution models: by quenching star formation, feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN) is thought to shape the galaxy luminosity function and create the bi-modal colour sequence in galaxy populations (Benson et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003) . But the prescriptions used in models (Springel et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2006; Somerville et al. 2008 ) are relatively simple because observations have focussed on the question of where the inflowing material originates (mergers versus secular evolution) and on integrated galaxy properties. To redress this, we need, in addition to large scale data, also to understand how the material flows towards the black hole (BH) on smaller scales. However these scales cannot be spatially resolved at z > 1 where co-evolution largely occurs (Fabian 2012) . Instead, it is local galaxies that currently offer the only opportunity to guide the small scale aspects of galaxy and BH co-evolution models. That many local AGN -in particular Seyferts -are disky systems does not necessarily reduce their validity as templates for more distant galaxies. The nested simulations of Hopkins & Quataert (2010) provide an important insight in this respect: they suggest that as one looks further inside the central kiloparsec, disk processes become increasingly important in driving gas inwards, independent of what has occurred on large scales. Observations also appear to confirm that even at z = 1-2 disk processes are a major contributor to AGN fueling (Kocevski et al. 2012; Schawinski et al. 2012; Karouzos, Jarvis, & Bonfield 2014; Villforth et al. 2014) .
In nearby archetypal objects, integral field spectroscopy (at optical and infrared wavelengths, and sometimes with adaptive optics) has probed kinematics on 10-100 pc scales, leading to insights in both inflow (see Storchi-Bergmann 2014a) and outflow (see Storchi-Bergmann 2014b) . Despite the inherent complexities of performing detailed systematic studies with such techniques, and because of the large amount of observing time needed, there has been some progress using integral field spectroscopy for very small samples of AGN (Sosa-Brito et al. 2001; Barbosa et al. 2006; Davies et al. 2007 ; Hicks et al. 2009 ; Barbosa et al. 2009; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011; Rupke & Veilleux 2011 Müller-Sánchez et al. 2015) , and in a few cases with a matched sample of inactive galaxies for comparison (Dumas et al. 2007; Westoby et al. 2012; Hicks et al. 2013; Davies et al. 2014 ). There are also two larger studies of local AGN based on integral field spectroscopy, but which do not address spatially resolved structures or kinematics: Burtscher et al. (2015) focus on the spatially unresolved near-infrared non-stellar continuum in Seyferts and other low luminosity AGN (using the spatial information only to help characterise this component); Sturm et al. (2011) and Veilleux et al. (2013) focus on ULIRGs and QSOs, for which the data are spatially unresolved due to the long wavelengths observed.
In this paper, we present a complete, volume limited sample of nearby bright hard X-ray selected AGN, in a luminosity range that overlaps with AGN at higher redshift. This statistically meaningful sample of 20 AGN is complemented by a sample of inactive galaxies that are matched in mass, morphology and inclination. In Section 2 we describe the scientific rationale for, and the selection of, both the active and inactive samples; and outline the observations that have been started in order to spatially and spectrally resolve the processes that drive and regulate gas inflow and outflow on small scales. We then look at the AGN properties in Section 3, in particular the fraction of Sy 1s and Sy 2s, and the neutral gas columns. Reconciling this with the numbers reported in the literature leads to a discussion of optical obscuration and X-ray absorption. Section 4 focusses on the issue of X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s. Then in Section 5 we look at what the differing luminosity dependencies of the optically obscured and X-ray absorbed fractions can tell us about the torus and broad line region (BLR). We have chosen this approach -avoiding the need to invoke torus models -because current torus models are in need of additional basic constraints. As pointed out by Hönig (2013) and Feltre et al. (2012) , different models can come to contradictory conclusions and model parameters are often degenerate.
SAMPLE
Most of the studies in the literature that focus on the structure and processes occurring in the circumnuclear regions of samples of local AGN, have selected objects using the optical classification (e.g. as Seyfert or LINER) as the only defining characteristic of the AGN. An obvious reason for doing so is that there is a wide variety of local AGN and such studies often try to span a range in AGN types. However, this may lead to confusing results because of the impact of accretion rate, or equivalently and as a proxy for it, luminosity (Ho 2008; Davies et al. 2012; Kormendy & Ho 2013) . For example, a bright Seyfert such as NGC 1068 with log L AGN ∼ 45 a a Throughout this paper we use units of erg s −1 for luminosities. L AGN refers to the bolometric luminosity of an is the observed luminosity in the 14-195 keV band. L 2−10 and L int 2−10 are respectively the observed and absorption corrected (i.e. intrinsic) luminosities in the 2-10 keV band. L 12µm refers to the monochromatic nuclear 12µm luminosity, measured at subarcsecond spatial resolution (for details see Asmus et al. 2014) . We also adopt the relations log L AGN = 1.12 log L 14−195 − 4.23 (Winter et al. 2012 ) and log L int 2−10 = 1.06 log L 14−195 − 3.08 (Winter et al. 2009 ).
requires an accretion rate of order 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 , while a low luminosity AGN such as M 81 with log L AGN ∼ 41 will have an accretion rate ∼ 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 that is 4 orders of magnitude lower. This difference has a dramatic impact on fuelling requirements. Hicks et al. (2009) and Mazzalay et al. (2013) show that one can expect to find a gas mass of order 10 7 M ⊙ within a radial scale of ∼ 10 pc. Assuming a 1% efficiency to bring this to accretion disk scales Schartmann et al. 2010) , this mass alone is sufficient to fuel M 81 for 10 Gyr, but it would supply NGC 1068 for only 1 Myr. In this context, an accretion rate similar to that for NGC 1068 is clearly very significant and may only be sustained via a relatively efficient inflow, perhaps driven by a coherent dynamical mechanism on scales of 0.1-1 kpc where the gas reservoir is 10 8 -10 9 M ⊙ (Sakamoto et al. 1999; Mazzalay et al. 2013 ). In contrast, low accretion rates comparable to that for M 81 could be supplied either by a gas reservoir on small scales, or by rather inefficient inflow from circumnuclear scales. Observationally, such an effect is implicit in the relation between star formation age and accretion rate presented by Davies et al. (2007) : while AGN with higher luminosities (∼ 10 45 erg s −1 ) or Eddington ratios (0.1-1) may be associated with young post-starbursts, this is not the case for AGN with luminosities two orders of magnitude lower. It could also help to explain the results of a survey of molecular gas (Haan et al. 2009; Garciá-Burillo 2011) which found that gravitational torques could drive gas inwards for not more than half of their sample. And the role of AGN luminosity has been highlighted in the context of molecular outflows, in the sense that only very luminous AGn drive massive outflows (Sturm et al. 2011; Veilleux et al. 2013) .
Our premise for defining a new sample is that the black hole accretion rate, traced by the AGN luminosity, is a key issue that needs to be considered in order to provide a context both for the mechanisms driving and regulating inflow and outflow as well as the derived flow rates. To address this issue, our sample is based on bright local AGN in which the accretion rate is relatively high. We plan to analyse them in the context of matching inactive galaxies, for which the accretion rate is, by definition, orders of magnitude lower.
An obvious concern here is the timescale of AGN variability (Novak, Ostriker, & Ciotti 2011; Hickox et al. 2014 ) with respect to the timescale of the phenomenon (e.g. starburst, dynamical process, etc) that is being assessed in the context of accretion onto the black hole. If an inactive sample is used naively as a control in a direct comparison to the active sample, the implicit assumption must be that any link to accretion is strong enough to persist even when averaged over the lifetime of the phenomenon being studied. However, Davies et al. (2014) argue and show that with a more judicious use of an inactive sample, one can make progress even if this assumption is not strictly met.
Building on the smaller sample of Hicks et al. (2013) and Davies et al. (2014) , and also on the work summarised by Storchi-Bergmann (2014a,b) , we plan to address a few key questions in a statistically robust way: 1) Does star formation play a decisive role in either driving or hindering gas inflow to AGN? This question -Plot of the redshift versus luminosity for AGN in the 58-month Swift-BAT survey that are readily observable from the VLT, i.e. with δ < 15 • , truncated at z = 0.05. These have been colour coded blue/red for Sy 1/Sy 2 where such classifications are available (note that only 'class 4' AGN are within our luminosity and redshift range). The dotted line is the flux limit for 90% of the sky. The dashed lines indicate the distance and luminosity thresholds for our selection in order to have a complete sample -for which the selected targets are marked with green. Luminosities in this plot are based on distances derived from the uncorrected redshift, as used in the initial target selection. These may differ slightly from the distances listed in Table 1 which are, where possible, redshift independent or corrected for peculiar velocities.
focusses on the central 100 pc, assessing whether there has been recent star formation, and if so whether it is still on-going or has ceased.
2) What mechanisms are responsible for driving gas from the kiloparsec scale into the central tens of parsecs, and what triggers these? This includes dynamical processes in the central kiloparsec as well as the role of the larger scale host galaxy and the influence of the local environment.
3) Do luminous Seyferts always drive ionised and/or molecular outflows, and how do they interact with the interstellar medium? This addresses the ubiquity and efficacy of a variety of emission lines as tracers of outflows, as well as quantifying the outflow velocities, rates, and mass loading.
These -and other -questions will be addressed in future papers using a combination of high spectral resolution data from 0.4-2.3µm taken with XShooter (Vernet et al. 2011 ) and high spatial resolution integral field spectroscopy in the H-and K-bands taken with SIN-FONI (Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Bonnet et al. 2004) , both on the VLT. At the time of writing, XShooter observations have been completed for 8 Seyferts, and 10 inactive galaxies, and the remainder of the targets are scheduled; SINFONI observations are completed or scheduled for the first half of the sample.
2.1. Active Galaxy Sample Our first criterion for selecting a sample, and the only astrophysical one for the active sample, is to define a set of local AGN in a well-characterised way so that the selection effects are (as far as possible) understood. The largest optical or infrared surveys that select AGN are often incomplete for nearby galaxies, and also tend to use AGN tracers that are anisotropic or impose a bias against star formation (by using large apertures to measure features that can be produced by both AGN and star formation). For example, [O III]λ5007Å, a typical optical line used in the selection of AGN, is not isotropic: in comparison to [O IV]λ25.9µm, which correlates well with 10-200 keV emission, it is underluminous in some Sy 2s -especially those that are Compton thick -by up to an order of magnitude compared to Sy 1s (Meléndez et al. 2008; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Weaver et al. 2010) . The same effect is seen in the 2-10 keV emission when compared to the [O IV] line. However, high ionisation lines may not be an ideal way to select AGN since they are not always observed: Koss et al. (2013) detected Ne V only in 2/3 of luminous infrared galaxies for which an AGN was confirmed by the Swift-BAT survey.
In contrast to emission line and infrared tracers, the very hard 14-195 keV band of the Swift-BAT survey measures direct emission from the AGN rather than scattered or reprocessed emission, and is much less sensitive to obscuration in the line-of-sight than softer Xray or optical wavelengths (selecting only against highly Compton thick AGN). Indeed it is widely accepted as the least biased survey for AGN with respect to host galaxy properties, and as such it has been well studied. There is a vast amount of ancillary data on the larger scale host galaxy properties (Koss et al. , 2011 Winter et al. 2009 Winter et al. , 2010 Meléndez et al. 2014; Mushotzky et al. 2014) , as well as analysis of the bolometric corrections which enable one to make an estimate of the AGN luminosities (Vasudevan et al. 2010; Winter et al. 2012; Meléndez et al. 2014) . Because it is an all-sky survey with roughly uniform sensitivity, we can (1) common name; (2) distances are taken from NED, using redshift independent estimates or peculiar velocity corrections derived by Theureau et al. (2007) where possible (except for NGC 5128 where the distance is from Harris et al. 2010) , and so may differ slightly from the distance based on the uncorrected redshift used in the initial selection; (3) AGN type as given in NED, except where indicated for the 8 AGN that we can independently classify, with additional information: 1i = near-infrared broad lines, 1h = polarised broad line emission; (4) integrated H-band luminosity (given by the 2MASS total magnitude; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) as a proxy for stellar mass; (5) observed 14-195 keV luminosity (70 month average) from Swift-BAT ); (6) observed 2-10 keV luminosity (single epoch) from Ricci et al. (2015) ; (7) nuclear 12 µm luminosity from Asmus et al. (2014) (MCG-05-14-012, ESO 021-G004, and ESO 137-G034 are not included in this catalogue and, as far as we know, do not have 12 µm measurements on arcsec scales); (8) neutral absorbing column, from Ricci et al. (2015) based on modelling 0.3-150 keV spectrum; (9) Hubble stage (NED); (10) axis ratio (NED); (11) B and AB denote presence of a bar or weak bar respectively (NED). a Confirmed or updated based on our available XSHOOTER data (Schnorr-Müller et al. in prep.) . Note that NGC 4593 is ambiguous because it is close to the boundary between Sy 1 and Sy 1.2; MCG-05-23-016 has weak broad Hα; NGC 2110 is changed from 'Sy 2 (1i)' to a simple 'Sy 2', because the polarised broad line has a double peaked profile which is not seen at near-infrared wavelengths. b ESO 021-G004 has no optical classification, and our XSHOOTER data for this object have not yet been taken. c We have added a '1i' qualifier to the classifications of NGC 7172 because Smajić et al. (2012) show evidence for broad Paα and Brγ, and NGC 7582 because Reunanen et al. (2003) find broad Brγ. d Variations in NH between Compton thick and thin have been reported for NGC 1365 (Risaliti et al. 2009 ) and NGC 7582 (Bianchi et al. 2009 ). Compton thin variations in NH have been reported for NGC 4388 (Elvis et al. 2004 ) and NGC 5128 (Beckmann et al. 2011 ). e The absorbing column for NGC 2110 includes partial covering absorbers, and the value given here is weighted by covering factor. Details are given in Ricci et al. (2015) ; see also Evans et al. (2007) . select a complete, volume limited sample of AGN. Furthermore, the continuous nature of the survey means that more recent versions of the catalogue (58 and 70 month, Baumgartner et al. 2013 ) average over variability during the last 5-6 years.
In addition to the single astrophysical criterion described above, we also impose two observational criteria to ensure homogeneous high resolution and observability. Our sample therefore consists of all 20 AGN in the 58 month Swift-BAT catalogue that meet the following 3 criteria: (i) 14-195 keV luminosities log L 14−195 > 42.5 (using redshift distance), (ii) redshift z < 0.01 (corresponding to a distance of 40 Mpc), and (iii) observable from the VLT (δ < 15
• ) so that they tend to be in the southern sky. Note that the first two criteria are adjusted to intersect the flux limit of the 58-month catalogue for 90% of the sky, that is 1.46 × 10 −11 erg s −1 cm −2 . The selection, and its completeness, is graphically represented in Fig. 1 .
Matched Inactive Sample
The second criterion for our selection is that there should be a properly matched sample of inactive galaxies, so that it is possible to discern which features (stellar age, inflow rates, etc.) are related specifically to the AGN activity. We describe the selection of the inactive sample below. Although it has no part in the analysis presented in this paper in Sec. 4-5, it does play a key role in many of the analyses which we will present in future papers.
The characteristics on which the inactive sample matching is based are: host galaxy morphology (Hubble type), inclination (axis ratio) and H-band luminosity (as a proxy for stellar mass). For the purposes of target selection, we have derived the inclination from the axis ratio without any compensation for finite thickness. This is not expected to yield a significant bias when comparing two galaxies with similar morphological type; and the inclinations of the host galaxies will be assessed more carefully in future analyses. The relation between H-band luminosity and stellar mass has been calibrated from a sample of similar galaxies for which the stellar mass has been derived using multi-band photometry (Koss et al. 2011) . Fig. 2 shows that the scatter in this relation is 
dex.
We have quantified the matching criteria above using a χ 2 metric with tolerances of ±1 for Hubble type, ±15
• for inclination, and ±0.3 dex for H-band luminosity. In addition we require that the presence/absence of a bar is matched if possible. Finally, also where possible, we have selected inactive galaxies with redshifts less than or equal to those of their active pairs. All inactive galaxies were selected from the RC3 catalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al.
1991), rejecting any listed in the Véron-Cetty & Véron (2010) catalogue of known AGN. While some may still host very low luminosity AGN, the decisive factor is that (based on the lack of any obvious signature of BH acretion in optical, radio, and X-ray data) it is orders of magnitude weaker than in the X-ray selected sample. The inactive galaxy selection is based on matching the characteristics of individual galaxies in the active sample. This is used as a robust way to ensure that the samples, as a whole, match; it is not specifically our intention to compare pairs of active and inactive galaxies. Part of the reason is that some inactive galaxies are a good match for several active galaxies, which means there is no unique pair matching. The final matched inactive sample contains 19 galaxies, which are listed in Table 2 together with the host properties used for the selection process.
A graphical comparison of the main host galaxy properties is given in Fig. 3 . By design the distributions of these properties should be similar, as is apparent from the figure. This is confirmed for L H , axis ratio, and Hubble stage, by Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests which indicate that the differences are not significant. Formally, the probabilities that the differences between the active and inactive samples could arise by chance exceed 20%. Both the active and inactive samples show the same distribution in H-band luminosity: the active sample has a mean of log L H [L ⊙ ] = 10.3 with a 1σ spread of 0.3 while the inactive sample has a mean of 10.2 and a spread of 0.4. Both samples cover the full range of axis ratio (or equivalently inclination), with about half the sample each side of 0.7, equivalent to 45
• for a disk. And both samples cover a wide range of morphological types, with a clear preference for Hubble stage at ∼ 1 corresponding to S0 and Sa 'early disk' types. This distribution is consistent with the analysis presented by Koss et al. (2011) , who found for a larger sample of Swift-BAT AGN that only ∼ 10% were in ellipticals, while ∼ 30% had intermediate (S0) and ∼ 40% early type spiral (Sa-Sb) host galaxies. Koss et al. (2011) noted that these fractions differ from the distribution of normal galaxies -16% ellipticals, 26% spirals. But the distribution of host types of the Swift-BAT AGN are consistent with this once one takes into account the detection rate of Seyferts (rather than LINERs) reported by Ho (2008) , which peaks for S0-Sb types. Davies et al. (2014) discussed the role of host type and environment in the context of the origin of the gas fuelling the AGN, and argued that this has an impact on what gas inflow mechanisms one may see in the circumnuclear region. This issue of morphology, including the presence or absence of a bar, will be revisited for our complete sample in a future work. The main point here is that the difference in distributions underlines the need to include morphology as a criterion for matching the inactive sample as we have done.
The largest difference between the samples occurs for the distance distribution which a KS test indicates may be marginally significant at a level of 2.5σ. This is a direct result of our requirement to select, whenever possible, inactive galaxies that are closer, rather than more distant, to their active pair. We note that the active and inactive samples have mean distances of 31 Mpc and 24 Mpc respectively, and in both cases the 1σ spread is about 9 Mpc. , and H-band luminosity vs distance (far right). There is no obvious relation between host galaxy luminosity and distance; and as expected by design, the distributions of the inactive sample properties match those of the AGN very well. The biggest discrepancy is in distance, and this results from our preference to select closer, rather than more distant, inactive galaxies when possible. There are no significant differences between Sy 1s and Sy 2s for any of the luminosity distributions shown. This holds even for the absorption corrected 14-195 keV luminosity (not shown), despite the tantalising hint of a difference. In contrast, the difference in log N H is 3.7σ. Far left: the sample was selected according to 14-195 keV luminosity, and shows no significant bias towards either Sy 1s or Sy 2s. Centre left: Given the small numbers of objects, there is also no significant difference in the observed 2-10 keV luminosities. Center right: in contrast, and as expected, Sy 2s do exhibit higher absorbing columns, with a median of > 10 23 cm −2 in comparison to ∼ 10 21 cm −2 for the Sy 1s (note we have marked AGN with no measurable neutral absorption as limits). Far right: the nuclear mid-infrared luminosity shows a remarkably narrow distribution, similar to that of the 14-195 keV luminosity, with no clear difference between Sy 1s and Sy 2s.
AGN PROPERTIES
In this section we compare various properties of the Sy 1s and Sy 2s in the active sample, as listed in Table 1, focussing on the absorbing column and its impact. We will, as our data become available, update the classifications of the AGN if necessary. Similarly, and as applicable to the specific analyses we will perform, we will re-assess the host galaxy properties of the active and inactive samples: morphological classifications, whether they are barred, and their inclinations.
The sample was selected purely on L 14−195 . Adopting a simple conversion to estimate the bolometric AGN luminosity as (Winter et al. 2012) log L AGN = 1.12 log L 14−195 − 4.23 (i.e. bolometric corrections of 5-10 for the luminosity range here) and without applying any absorption correction (see below), our complete volume limited sample has a median luminosity of log L AGN = 43.5 with a 1σ distribution of 0.5 dex. Table 1 shows that our selection has yielded similar numbers of Sy 1s and Sy 2s, and the first panel of Fig. 4 indicates that any difference in their L 14−195 distributions is not significant. This suggests that, for the number of objects in the sample, any preference to select either Sy 1s or Sy 2s is not significant. For both L 14−195 and L 12µm , a KS test indicates that the probability of the difference between the Sy 1 and Sy 2 distributions arising by chance exceeds 45%. The difference for the observed L 2−10 is also not enough to be significant. It does, however, have a measurable impact on the ratio of the observed 14-195 keV and 2-10 keV luminosities, which is 4 for the Sy 1s and 17 for the Sy 2s. The same characteristic is clearly seen in the left panel of The difference in N H is clearly seen in the centre right panel of Fig. 4 , and a KS test gives it a significance of 3.7σ. Values for N H are taken from Ricci et al. (2015) , who derived absorbing columns for many of the Swift-BAT AGN in a consistent way, fitting the 0.3-150 keV spectral energy distribution. The basic model includes an absorbed cutoff power-law continuum plus a reflection component (for details see Ricci et al. 2015 ). For sources with N H 10 22 cm −2 , they included various additional components if statistically needed: a blackbody (for the soft excess), partially covering ionized absorption, a cross-calibration constant (for possible variability between the non-simultaneous soft X-ray and Swift-BAT observations), and an iron line (or other emission lines in that region). Similarly, for the more obscured sources, some additional components were added if required: a scattered component, a collisional plasma, emission lines, and a cross-calibration constant. Note that in the column densities given in Table 1 we do not include warm absorbers, which arise in ionised out-flowing gas and are observed in about 50% of Sy 1s (Komossa 1999; Blustin et al. 2005; Winter et al. 2012) . The difference between the neutral absorption in Sy 1s and 2s is significant. The mean for the Sy 1s is log N H [cm −2 ] ∼ 21.1 while for Sy 2s it is log N H [cm −2 ] = 23.5. Models of the propagation of X-rays through gas in various geometries around a central source (Matt et al. 1999; Brightman & Nandra 2011; Yaqoob 2012; Ricci et al. 2015) indicate that N H can account for the different luminosity ratio between the Sy 1s and Sy 2s. These models indicate that the flux correction for the 14-195 keV band is negligible up to 10 23 cm −2 , and reaches a factor 2 around 2-3 × 10 24 cm −2 , and a factor 10 at 10 25 cm −2 (whether higher corrections for larger columns are required depends on the reflection component). As such, even the absorption corrected 14-195 keV luminosities do not, based on a KS test, yield a significant difference between Sy 1s and Sy 2s. On the other hand, large flux corrections, greater than a factor 2, to L 2−10 are already required for absorbing columns of ∼ 10 23 cm −2 , increasing to a factor 10 at ∼ 5 × 10 23 cm −2 . If not accounted for, this can lead to a bias when selecting via the 2-10 keV band, since the impact on the observed flux means that some Sy 2s may be excluded from a sample even before such a correction can be made.
This effect is much reduced when selecting in the 14-195 keV band. Its impact is apparent in the distribution of N H for the Sy 2s: as expected from Risaliti et al. (1999) , most of the sources have N H 10 23 cm −2 . And (allowing for variations in N H ) 3-5 of the sources have N H > 10 24 cm −2 , consistent with the expectation that 10-30% of AGN are Compton thick (Treister et al. 2009; Alexander et al. 2013) . But in contrast to Risaliti et al. (1999) there are none with N H 10 25 cm −2 , which is simply due to the absorption in the band at such high columns. However, we expect very few local sources to fall in this regime. NGC 1068 is the best known example of one that does, and hence is excluded from the sample: although its L 14−195 /L 2−10 ∼ 10 is not immediately indicative of a high column, early estimates (Matt et al. 1997) suggested it is highly Compton thick, and fits to recent hard X-ray data require several components with columns up to 10 25 cm −2 (Bauer et al. 2014 ). The final comparison is of the nuclear 12µm luminosities, taken from Asmus et al. (2014) . These data were observed at subarcsecond resolution, and so resolve out mid-infrared continuum due to star formation in the circumnuclear region. Gandhi et al. (2010) and Asmus et al. (2012) Burtscher et al. (2015) point out that the nuclear 12µm continuum does show some signs of a slight anisotropy, which can also be seen in the right panel of Fig. 5. 
OPTICAL OBSCURATION AT LOW LUMINOSITY
The proportion of AGN with substantial optical obscuration and/or X-ray absorption, and their dependence on luminosity, offers insight into the properties of the obscuring structures around the AGN. In this section we focus on low luminosities, in the range 42.5 < log L 14−195 < 44. After clarifying in Sec. 4.1 the definitions we use for optically obscured and X-ray absorbed AGN, and summarising the various types of AGN that are found, we discuss X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s in Sec. 4.2, and put this in the context of the Swift-BAT sample in Sec. 4.3 to assess how rare such objects really are.
Definitions and Classifications
Much of the discussion below is set in the context of Merloni et al. (2014) . As such, we follow these authors and adopt N H > 10 21.5 cm −2 as the criterion for defining an AGN to be X-ray absorbed. For typical gas-to-dust ratios this is equivalent to an optical screen extinction of A V ∼ 2 mag, sufficient to mildy obscure the line of sight to the broad line region (BLR) at visible wavelengths b . In our volume limited 14-195 keV sample, we find 50-60% of the AGN are optically obscured while ∼ 60% are X-ray absorbed. Most of the obscured AGN are both optically obscured and X-ray absorbed; none are just optically obscured; and only three are just Xray absorbed. These exceptions are 'minor' since they are all close to the boundary between the regimes. The X-ray absorbed AGN NGC 1365 is optically classified as Sy 1.8 and, although in many studies is taken to be a Sy 2, here we adopt a strict definition and so classify it as Sy 1. Similarly MCG-05-23-016 is X-ray absorbed and has only weak broad Hα, hence its previous classification as a Sy 2 which we have revised to Sy 1.9. The Sy 1.8 NGC 2992 has a column only marginally above our X-ray absorption threshold and so is on the borderline in both classifications. It would be classified as X-ray unabsorbed according to other definitions that set the threshold at 10 22 cm −2 (Panessa & Bassani 2002 ). As such, there could be two more optically obscured and one less X-ray absorbed AGN than found using the strict definitions we apply in Fig. 6 . This is reflected by the ranges shown in Fig. 7 .
The joint optical/X-ray classifications are summarised in Fig. 6 where we adopt the terminology of b We do not distinguish a category of obscuration in which the broad emission lines are obscured at optical wavelengths but can be detected at near-infrared wavelengths. These objects, which are sometimes classified as Sy 1i, are considered to be Sy 2s in this work. We note, however, that like Sy 1.8-1.9s they are close to the boundary of optically obscured/unobscured and X-ray absorbed/unabsorbed. And there are good reasons to consider them instead as Sy 1 as discussed by Burtscher et al. (2015) . Fig. 7) . The first/second digit of the type codes for optical/X-ray obscuration as described in Sec. 4.1. The black lines denote the strict definitions. The grey lines show the impact of relaxing the definitions slightly: the three type 12 AGN would be reclassified as one type 11 and two type 22. Merloni et al. (2014) . The details of the types, defined by those authors, are summarised in Section 4.3: the first/second digit of the type codes for optical/X-ray obscuration. The luminosity scale has been derived from L int 2−10 as indicated in Section 3. The black ranges refer to our sample, and indicate the impact of allowing some flexibility in the definition of optically obscured and X-ray absorbed. At overlapping luminosities, the sample have similar fractions of AGN that are X-ray absorbed (types 22+12) and that are both X-ray absorbed and optically obscured (type 22); but the fractions of AGN classified as Sy 2 (types 22+21) are very different. Merloni et al. (2014) in which the first/second digit of the classification denotes the optical/X-ray type. This leads to the following types: type 11: optically unobscured and X-ray unabsorbed; type 22: optically classified as Sy 2 and X-ray absorbed; type 21: optically classified as Sy 2 but X-ray unabsorbed;
type 12: optically unobscured but X-ray absorbed;
Thus, with reference to the curves in Fig 7 adapted from Merloni et al. (2014) to the 14-195 keV luminosity scale, we also have:
type 22+12: all X-ray absorbed AGN (regardless of their optical classification);
type 22+21: all AGN optically classified as Sy 2 (independent of whether they are X-ray absorbed).
Comparing the AGN in our sample to the left edge of Fig 7 immediately highlights a discrepancy . Above, we noted that 50-60% of our complete sample are optically obscured and classed as Sy 2s, a fraction similar to that estimated by Lawrence & Elvis (2010) . However, Merloni et al. (2014) class ∼ 90% of their AGN in an overlapping luminosity range log L 14−195 ∼ 43-43.5 as Sy 2s. The difference is due to the large fraction of AGN classified by these authors as type 21, that is X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2 galaxies (Pappa et al 2001; Panessa & Bassani 2002; Brightman & Nandra 2008; Bianchi et al. 2012 ).
4.2. How common are X-ray unabsorbed Seyfert 2s? X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s are believed to be galaxies with a direct view to the AGN but in which there is no BLR (such objects are also known as pure or true Sy 2s). This view is supported by, for example, the 6 objects identified by Hawkins (2004) as having optical spectra typical of Sy 2s (Hβ FWHM < 1000 km s −1 and [O III]/Hβ > 3) but large amplitude variations typical of Sy 1s. Subsequent X-ray observations of three by Gliozzi et al. (2007) confirmed that these do not have significant absorption in the 0.3-8 keV band. These authors also showed that these AGN are relatively luminous (intrinsic log L 0.5−8 > 43.2). Thus, despite their rather low Eddington ratios L bol /L Edd < 0.01 (Gliozzi et al. 2007) , the absence of a BLR cannot be explained by low luminosities and/or accretion rates either being unable to sustain a disk wind (Nicastro 2000; Elitzur & Ho 2009) or meaning that high dispersion prevents BLR clouds from surviving (Laor 2003) . At present, the reason that they may not have a BLR is still open.
These objects may be related to the Sy 2s for which spectropolarimetry shows no evidence of a hidden BLR. There have been many studies of polarised emission from hidden BLRs. The largest indicate that Sy 2s in which a hidden BLR has not been detected have less luminous AGN than other Sy 2s but are not more optically obscured (Tran 2001; Gu & Huang 2002; Tran 2003 ) -qualitatively, but not necessarily quantitatively, consistent with the idea that BLR may not form in low luminosity AGN. It also suggests that a BLR is completely absent in at least 50% of Sy 2s. However, this fraction is difficult to put in perspective because of complications due to the impact of detection limits as well as the expected scattering efficiency. The latter issue was addressed by Heisler, Lumsden, & Bailey (1997) who showed that the ability to detect polarised emission was related to the farinfrared colours in a way that suggested the scattering particles were in the throat of the torus, and so even they would be hidden at high inclinations. Following on from work of Ramos Almeida et al. (2011) which shows that the intrinsic properties (rather than just the inclination) of the tori in Sy 1s and Sy 2s are different, Ichikawa et al. (2015) have fitted torus models to Sy 2s with and without polarised emission. Their results again indicate that whether a hidden BLR is seen depends on the location of the scattering material in the throat of the torus; but that rather than inclination, it is the opening angle and covering factor of the torus that determines this difference. As such, the fraction of Sy 2s in which polarised scattered BLR emission is not observed could be very different from the fraction without a hidden BLR. Since, based on these models, the polarised BLR emission may in some cases be only relatively lightly obscured, deep and/or near-infrared spectropolarimetry may shed further light on this issue. NGC 7172 and NGC 7582 (see Table 1 ) are cases in point here: Bian & Gu (2007) and Marinucci et al. (2012) both report that no polarised broad Hα has been detected but Smajić et al. (2012) have seen broad Paα and Brγ directly in NGC 7172 and Reunanen et al. (2003) broad Brγ in NGC 7582.
Despite the uncertainties, the evidence that at least some relatively luminous AGN do not have a BLR is convincing. The key question for this paper is how common such objects are, since this can have a significant impact on the total fraction of AGN optically classified as Sy 2.
In their analysis, Risaliti et al. (1999) found that about 4% of Sy 2 galaxies had N H < 10 22 cm −2 . However, Panessa & Bassani (2002) presented a sample of 17 objects which had been classified as Sy 2 in the literature, and which had similarly low column densities. They suggested that X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s may be much more common, being 10-30% of all Sy 2s. More recently, other authors have confirmed that such objects do exist, but without a consensus on how common they are, because many candidates are ruled out on closer examination. For example, Brightman & Nandra (2008) found that of 8 candidates, 4 were underluminous in the 2-10 keV bands suggesting that they were Compton thick -with the unabsorbed softer X-rays originating in a scattered continuum or from host galaxy contamination. Similarly, in an examination of 8 candidates -including some from the Panessa & Bassani (2002 ) sample -Bianchi et al. (2012 ruled out 4 for a variety of reasons, and confirmed only 3 as unabsorbed Sy 2s. Using a variety of metrics for a critical assessment of 24 objects that were previously claimed to be unabsorbed Sy 2s (again including many from Panessa & Bassani 2002), Shi et al. (2010) could confirm only two as genuine, with broad emission lines 2-3 orders of magnitude fainter than typical Sy 1s -although several more candidates may have anomalously weak broad lines, this could not be confirmed with existing data. These authors concluded that 1% or less of Sy 2s are X-ray unabsorbed.
In contrast, a much higher fraction of such sources -30% of AGN at log L 14−195 ∼ 43 -appears in the Merloni et al. (2014) sample. Whether this indicates that there is a large population of X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s or is due to a classification bias was discussed in depth by these authors. With reference to stacked optical spectra and spectral energy distributions, they suggested that many of the lower luminosity AGN may have been incorrectly photometrically classified as Sy 2 due to the low contrast of the AGN against the relatively bright host galaxy. On the other hand, spectroscopic data are sensitive to features associated with Sy 1s, such as broad lines, even when they are weak. Such signatures would not be evident in broad-band integrated photometry. This difference is reflected in their data: while 77% of the AGN with only integrated broad-band photometric data are classified as Sy 2, only 56% of AGN with spectroscopic data are classified as Sy 2s. The lower total fraction of Sy 2s based on spectroscopic classifications implies in turn a much lower fraction of X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s. Fig. 6 shows that in our volume limited sample of Swift-BAT AGN, there are no sources classified as X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2, implying these sources are rare. In this context, a simulation of the AGN population can provide valuable insight, since we know the Sy 2 fractions in both flux limited and volume limited samples. We describe this simulation in Sec. 4.3, aiming to answer the question of which curve from Merloni et al. (2014) in Fig. 7 properly traces the fraction of Sy 2s: is it types 22+21 or just type 22?
4.3. A Simulated Swift-BAT sample Our aim here is to simulate parent populations of AGN with different prescriptions for the intrinsic fraction of Sy 2s. After applying observational limits, we can then use constraints from the flux-limited sample of Winter et al. (2009) and our own volume-limited sample to discriminate between the different prescriptions, giving us a handle on the true fraction of Sy 2s.
We begin by constructing a population of AGN using a 2-10 keV luminosity function from Aird et al. (2010) suitable for low redshift:
where log L 0 = 44.96. We have then randomly assigned each AGN to be a Sy 1 or Sy 2 according to the obscured fraction as a function of luminosity. We use 2 functions, which are discussed below. We allow the AGN to be observed by calculating L 14−195 from L int 2−10 , assigning them random locations in a local volume, deriving their fluxes, and assessing whether they would be detected in the Swift-BAT survey. In doing this, we have not included the effects of X-ray absorption in the 14-195 keV band since, as we have seen, it has little impact at such high energies for the absorbing columns expected. We use a limit appropriate for the 9-month survey in order to select a flux limited sample matching that used by Winter et al. (2009) ; and a limit appropriate for the 58-month survey to match our volume limited selection outlined in this paper.
The left panels in Fig. 8 show the 2 obscuration functions used in our simulations. The dotted line in the upper left panel is taken directly from Merloni et al. (2014) and was designed to follow the curve for types 22+21; the dashed line in the lower left panel is our modification of this function to match the type 22 data, those AGN that are both optically obscured and X-ray absorbed. The results of our simulations using these functions are also given in Fig. 8 . The centre panels show the Sy 1 and Sy 2 populations generated -which can be compared to the real data in Fig. 1 . The right panels show their resulting distributions as a function of luminosity, which can be compared to Fig. 9 . In these panels, the sharp decrease in the number of Sy 2s around log L 14−195 ∼ 44 simply reflects the rapid change in the fraction of obscured AGN at this luminosity. The flux limit means that low luminosity AGN are not detected at larger distance, and hence biasses the apparent fraction of obscured AGN at log L 14−195 < 43.5. In contrast, because our sample is complete to log L 14−195 = 42.5, it provides an unbiassed indication of the obscured fraction at these luminosities.
It is immediately clear that the lower panels better match the observed distribution of Sy 1 and Sy 2 sources reported in Winter et al. (2009) . Similarly, the lower panels correspond to finding a fraction 54% of Sy 2s (in contrast to 87% for the upper panels) in a complete volume limited sample equivalent to that described in Sec. 2, again providing a good match to the fraction actually measured in the Swift-BAT sample.
Our conclusion is that, over the luminosity range 43 < log L 14−195 < 44.5 where the 'type 22' and 'types 22+21' curves differ in Fig. 7 , the true fraction of Sy 2s is given by the 'type 22' curve. This confirms that X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s are rare, at most a few percent of the Sy 2 population; and that the high number of type 21 objects in the Merloni et al. (2014) sample is due to a bias in photometric classification. It also implies that, in low luminosity systems, optical obscuration and X-ray absorption are usually found together -and hence most likely originate in the same shared obscuring structure. Fig. 7 shows that the behaviour of the Sy 2 fraction and X-ray absorbed fraction of AGN are different above and below a luminosity of log L 14−195 ∼ 44. In this section we explore what this may indicate about the torus. Often, the torus is simply considered to be a dusty entity, since it must obscure the BLR in some AGN. A more careful definition would be that the torus is a geometrically thick structure (since it confines the ionisation cone and any outflow) that causes optical obscuration and some (perhaps much) of the cold X-ray absorption. We show that, in this case, its inner boundary is decoupled from the dust sublimation radius. Thus, while near-infrared reverberation mapping (Suganuma et al. 2006 ) and interferometric data (Kishimoto et al. 2009 Weigelt et al. 2012 ) measure the dust sublimation radius, they do not measure the inner boundary of the torus.
THE TORUS AND BROAD LINE REGION
5.1. At low luminosity, log L 14−195 < 44 At luminosities below log L 14−195 ∼ 44, the optically obscured AGN fraction of ∼ 60% is similar to the Xray absorbed fraction, and is independent of luminosity. Since the dust sublimation radius R dust increases with luminosity, this independence must reflect the geometrical properties of the torus which we can constrain as follows. A luminosity of log L 14−195 = 44 implies R dust,44 ∼ 0.2 pc for graphite grains of size 0.05 µm (Netzer 2014 ). An obscured fraction of 60% implies H/R ∼ 0.75 -a half opening angle of ∼ 53
• -and hence H dust,44 ∼ 0.15 pc. And that the obscured fraction is constant with luminosity implies that H/R cannot increase at radii smaller than R dust,44 (and the rapid drop in the optically obscured fraction at higher luminosities indicates that H/R also decreases at larger radii out to a few times R dust,44 ). This is illustrated in the left side of Fig. 10 . There are two implications. First, it is the same geometrically thick structure that causes the optical obscuration and the X-ray absorption, and this structure is synonymous with the dusty torus. The implied half-opening angle of ∼ 53
• is at the upper -Simulations of the Swift-BAT AGN sample using the 2 different optical obscuration fractions, as described in Section 4.3. Top panels: using the fraction of AGN classified as Sy 2 (type '22+21'); bottom panels: using the true fraction of optically obscured AGN (type '22'). Left panels are from Fig. 7 , showing the fraction of AGN classified by Merloni et al. (2014) as Sy 2 (types 22+21, top) and the Sy 2s that are also X-ray absorbed (type 22, bottom). The dotted line (top) indicates a functional approximation to the 'types 22+21' curve from Merloni et al. (2014) ; the dashed line (bottom) is our modification to match the 'type 22' curve. Centre panels show each AGN in the luminosity-redshift plane (for clarity only a random subset is drawn). The flux limit is clearly apparent, and the thresholds for our complete sample are marked. These panels can be compared to Tables 1 and 4 , but plotted as a function of 14-195 keV luminosity derived from L int 2−10 as indicated in Section 3. The luminosity range to the right of the dotted line is that discussed in this paper.
end of the 30-50
• range derived from 3D models of the ionisation cone kinematics (Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011; Fischer et al. 2013 ), a marginal consistency that could reflect uncertainties in the derivations of these numbers or may have a more physical origin. Secondly, the inner wall of the dusty torus -which defines the optically obscured and X-ray absorbed fractions -has universal properties at log L 14−195 < 44: the average torus properties are an inner radius of ∼ 0.2 pc and a scale height of ∼ 0.15 pc, independent of luminosity. Here we make two notes. The first is that this is a constraint on the geometrically thick nature of the torus, and any dust that exists at smaller radii will not contribute to the obscured fraction because it is not driving the maximum value of H/R (Netzer & Laor 1993; Netzer 2014 ). The second is that at luminosities below that of our sample, one would expect the torus properties to change if there is a luminosity threshold below which the torus disappears (Elitzur & Shlosman 2006) .
5.2.
At high luminosity, log L 14−195 > 44 While none of the AGN in our sample are this luminous, the data of Merloni et al. (2014) , as reproduced in Fig. 7 , show a dramatic difference in the Sy 2 and X-ray absorbed fractions. At these luminosities the Sy 2 fraction is not expected to suffer a significant bias due to mis-classification simply because the AGN are brighter with respect to the host galaxy; and indeed the fraction of AGN classified as type 21 by Merloni et al. (2014) does decrease dramatically. As such, one can consider the Sy 2 fraction as the optically obscured fraction. This fraction drops rapidly to ∼ 20% following the L 0.5 dependence of the dust sublimation radius, as understood in the 'receding torus' concept (Lawrence 1991; Simpson 1998 Simpson , 2005 Lusso et al. 2014) , without requiring any change in the scale height of the torus. In contrast, the X-ray absorbed fraction remains nearly constant, falling only from 60% to 45%.
The implicit population of X-ray absorbed Sy 1s were discussed by Merloni et al. (2014) who argued that the X-ray absorption is not occuring on large galaxy-wide scales and suggested instead that it is more plausibly due to dust-free gas within the BLR. Below, we argue that this is indeed likely, since BLR clouds are expected to contain a significant column of neutral gas; and associate the absorption with a 'neutral torus' that co-exists with the BLR, and which has an impact on how the 'receding torus' concept should be understood. -Cartoon illustrating how the inner edge of the torus and the dust sublimation radius R dust are related, depending on luminosity (we do not distinguish smooth or clumpy torus concepts here, and the cartoon could also be envisaged as a less precisely demarcated cloud distribution). At the luminosity range on the left side, the fraction of optically obscured and X-ray absorbed AGN is the same. Because R dust is smaller than the radius of the inner edge of the geometrically thick dusty torus, it has no impact on the obscured fraction (which is set by the height of the thick structure). The right side depicts the situation at higher luminosities. Here, one finds essentially the same geometrically thick gas structure, but now R dust is larger than the radius of its inner wall. Thus the broad line region extends outward into the neutral torus which, further out still, becomes the dusty torus. At these luminosities, the fraction of X-ray absorbed AGN is the same, but the optically obscured fraction decreases with increasing luminosity.
However, first it is important to clarify whether warm absorbers, which have been observed in about 50% of Sy 1s (Komossa 1999; Blustin et al. 2005; Winter et al. 2012; Laha et al. 2014) , may be responsible for the Xray absorbed Sy 1s here. Warm absorbers imprint their signature on an X-ray spectrum through absorption lines and are most prominent in soft X-ray bands. They are classically identified by the O VII and O VIII absorption edges at 0.74 keV and 0.87 keV respectively, rather than through their impact on the spectral shape (Komossa 1999; Winter et al. 2012; Laha et al. 2014) . Warm absorbers have a smaller impact than neutral gas on the global shape of the spectrum, as evident from the models of Page et al. (2011) whose fits to 0.2-10 keV QSO spectra show that a warm absorber requires an order of magnitude more gas than a neutral absorber to reproduce the same spectral shape. The median ionised column derived by Winter et al. (2012) for the Swift-BAT, AGN as well as by Laha et al. (2014) threshold adopted here for defining X-ray absorbed systems. Coupled with the fact that Merloni et al. (2014) used either the full 0.5-10 keV band or the 0.5-2 keV versus 2-10 keV hardness ratio to derive the absorbing column from its effect across the whole band rather than in specific features, this strongly argues that the absorptions they derived are due to neutral rather than ionised gas.
The BLR provides an ample source of neutral gas that could be responsible for the derived absorption. Photoionisation models by Netzer (2013) show that for a typical BLR ionisation parameter of U ∼ 0.01 (Leighly & Casebeer 2007; Negrete et al. 2013 ) and a density of 10 10 cm −3 the temperature drops below 10 4 K at a column of ∼ 10 21 cm −2 and the fractional abundance of H I increases dramatically. Thus, for clouds with a column density of 10 23 cm −2 as typically expected, the majority of gas is neutral rather than ionised. This has been used to explain the cause of Sy 1s which change state on short timescales, in terms of a BLR cloud passing across the line-of-sight to the central engine (see Risaliti et al. 2010 and Torricelli-Ciamponi et al. 2014 , and references therein). In this interpretation, the clouds have cores with column densities of at least a few ×10 23 cm −2 that cause the neutral absorption, and ionised tails that are the origin of the warm absorption (Risaliti et al. 2009 (Risaliti et al. , 2011 .
Since the BLR clouds contain abundant neutral gas, it is natural to associate them with the X-ray absorbed Sy 1s. The remarkable constancy of the fraction of Xray absorbed AGN across the luminosity range in Fig. 7 suggests that the geometry of the cold gas absorber also changes rather little: both the inner edge and scale height of the thick gas distribution remain similar to those at low luminosities. The implication is that there is a 'neutral torus' that co-exists with the BLR, and extends out to the start of the dusty molecular torus as illustrated in the righthand side of Fig. 10 . In this context, we note that Minezaki & Matsushita (2015) and Gandhi et al. (2015) have independently suggested the core of the fluorescent Fe Kα line may originate at radii extending from the BLR out to the dusty torus, implying the presence of gas at intermediate radii. There is no clear boundary between the BLR and the neutral torus since it is the same clouds that contribute to both. The BLR emission will follow a radial dependence associated with the ionisation parameter. Since U ∝ L AGN /(R 2 n H ), the rapid decrease of U with radius R may be largely mitigated if the cloud density n H also decreases with R. Thus the BLR could extend far into the neutral torus. How far it extends is given by the scaling of the BLR size with AGN luminosity (Kaspi et al. 2000) . Using the most recent measurement of that relation (Bentz et al. 2013) , and adopting a ratio L AGN /λL 5100 ∼ 15 (Grupe et al. 2004) , we estimate the characteristic radius of the BLR to be a factor of a few less than the dust sublimation radius. However, it is also possible that the BLR emission could still occur as far as the dust sublimation radius.
In the context above, the idea of the 'receding torus', in which the location of the inner wall of the torus is set by the dust sublimation radius, can be misleading. We argue that the inner dust boundary and the inner gas boundary of the torus should be considered separately. The discussion above suggests that the location of the inner gas boundary of the geometrically thick structure (causing the X-ray absorption), is roughly independent of AGN luminosity in the range 43 < log L 14−195 < 45. And it is within this geometrically thick gas structure that the inner dust boundary (i.e. the 'receding torus') simply represents the location at which the predominant gas phase changes from ionised/neutral to dusty/molecular. The thick gas structure itself remains nearly unchanged. This means that at low luminosities, the thick gas structure is synonymous with the standard dusty torus; but at high luminosities, the thick gas structure has an outer part that is the dusty torus, as well as an inner part that contributes to the BLR emission but also acts as a neutral dust-free torus.
Intriguingly, Winter et al. (2012) found that the strength of the O VII and O VIII edges tracing the warm absorbers in Swift-BAT AGN are correlated with the neutral column density -suggesting that material in the neutral torus is associated with a more-or-less proportional amount of ionised material. This can be put in the context of AGN showing rapid variations in absorbing column, in which neutral clouds have an ionised outflowing tail (Risaliti et al. 2009 (Risaliti et al. , 2011 ) -an interpretation that applies to individual clouds in the BLR. Given that warm absorbers are outflowing (Blustin et al. 2005; Laha et al. 2014) , and that the distance of the warm absorbers from the AGN is typically larger than the BLR but within a factor of a few of the dust sublimation radius (Blustin et al. 2005) , one might speculate that the ionised material seen by Winter et al. (2012) is associated with the neutral torus and outflowing from the clouds as they are ablated.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the rationale for defining a complete volume limited sample of bright local Seyferts, selected from the 14-195 keV Swift-BAT catalogue. These AGN are complemented by a matched sample of inactive galaxies, and we have shown that the host galaxy properties (stellar mass, morphological type, inclination, presence of a bar, distance) of these two samples exhibit similar distributions. Spatially and spectrally resolved observations of the inner few hundred parsecs in these active and inactive galaxies will be used to study gas inflow and outflow and the processes regulating it. The main points we have discussed here are:
• A comparison of the properties of the Sy 1s and Sy 2s shows that there is no bias for type in the selection. The only significant difference in AGN properties is the absorbing column N H , the mean of which is two orders of magnitude greater for the Sy 2s. This is consistent with unification schemes in which optical obscuration is greater for Sy 2s, but cannot distinguish between simple orientation dependence and instrinsic differences in torus properties.
• The fraction of Sy 1s versus Sy 2s in this sample, and also in the flux limited 14-195 keV sample of Winter et al. (2009) , demonstrates that the true fraction of Sy 2s at log L 14−195 ∼ 42.5-44 is 50-60%, consistent with Lawrence & Elvis (2010) and the spectroscopic subsample of Merloni et al. (2014) . We show that the fraction of X-ray unabsorbed Sy 2s is at most a few percent and hence that, at these luminosities, optical obscuration and X-ray absorption usually occur together.
• At higher luminosities log L 14−195 > 44, while the optically obscured fraction drops rapidly, the X-ray absorbed fraction remains the same. We argue this implies that the inner boundary of the geometrically thick gas structure associated with the torus is roughly independent of AGN luminosity, having similar radial and height scales as for lower luminosities. At low luminosities this gas structure is synonymous with the standard dusty torus; but at high luminosities it has an outer part which is the dusty torus, and an inner part which is a neutral dust-free torus that also contributes to the broad line region emission. In this context, the 'receding torus' model simply represents the location within this gas structure at which the predominant phase changes from ionised/neutral to molecular/dusty.
• Finally, we note that the consistency of local (e.g. Swift-BAT) and more distant (e.g. the spectroscopically classified AGN in the 0.3 < z < 3.5 sample of Merloni et al. 2014 ) samples suggests that the obscuring structure does not strongly evolve with redshift.
